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New Age stories of peace,love, community, unity. 9 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, NEW

AGE: Healing Details: Stories are enjoyed by all ages, genders, social and ethnic groups. You will hear

stories that warm the heart and feed the mind: "Minds have always followed the passions of the heart" as

Ken Carey says. The provocative, inspiring, yet entertaining stories draw you into the scenes and allow

you to transform your thoughts instantly and beyond. As you listen to Grand Mistress Storyteller, you will

experience a sense of relaxation, community, peace, and love. So let the laughter, tears, smiles, and

memories be evoked by a voice that enthralls those who hear to the core of their being. Enjoy! Sylvia

McConico, Grand Mistress Storyteller Synopsis of the nine Original Stories: A Love Story She was an

American traveling in Europe for the first time. When the opportunity for love unfolds, will she run away,

run wild and live in the moment or...? Just Talk An updated version of an African Ashante Tribe folktale.

You will laugh out loud. In the Cool of the Night Ever read a book and felt like you were really there? Did

the main character step out into your living room? There is a most unusual feature of this sex symbol.

Betcha don't know what it is! Harmony and Victory In the tradition of AIKIDO, students do not start fights.

So how does one maintain peace under a threatening situation? Learn the secret of this ancient martial

art. Children Do Not Belong to Us Kahlil Gibran wrote about children in his book The Prophet. This story

was inspired by those writings. Can You See Me? We wear masks to protect ourselves from

unenlightened people we encounter each day. This is a story of the African American male's coping skills

behind his many masks. Sisters Family in any language is the soul of unity and support. These two

sisters live full-on in the open as friends. On the Path Homelessness comes out of the closet up close and

personal as it offers a writer a chance to receive blessings by befriending someone in a tough spot for the

moment. A story of Love in action. The Room of Secrets They know something she wants to know and is

determined to find out. What is she willing to do to satisfy her curiosity and at what costs? Will it be worth

it? You decide.
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